! An ontology is a specification of a conceptualization. -Tom Gruber ! Knowledge engineering is the application of logic and ontology to the task of building computable models of some domain for some purpose. Applications ! Ontologies provide a common vocabulary and definition of rules for use by independently developed services ! Agreements among companies, organizations sharing common services can be made with regard to their usage and the meaning of relevant concepts can be expressed unambiguously ! By composing component ontologies, mapping ontologies to one another and brokering terminology among participating resources and services, independently developed systems, agents and services can work together to share information and processes consistently, accurately, and completely. ! Ontologies also facilitate conversations among agents to collect, process, fuse, and exchange information. ! Improves search accuracy by enabling contextual search using concept definitions and relations among them instead of/in addition to statistical relevance of keywords.
What is an Ontology?
! An ontology specifies a rich description of the -Terminology, concepts, nomenclature -Properties explicitly defining the terms, concepts -Relations among concepts (hierarchical and lattice) -Rules distinguishing concepts, refining definitions and relations (constraints, restrictions, regular expressions) relevant to a particular domain or area of interest.
History
! Early work in knowledge representation (KR) done by the artificial intelligence community for knowledge sharing Applications ! Ontologies provide a common vocabulary and definition of rules for use by independently developed services ! Agreements among companies, organizations sharing common services can be made with regard to their usage and the meaning of relevant concepts can be expressed unambiguously ! By composing component ontologies, mapping ontologies to one another and brokering terminology among participating resources and services, independently developed systems, agents and services can work together to share information and processes consistently, accurately, and completely. ! Ontologies also facilitate conversations among agents to collect, process, fuse, and exchange information. ! Improves search accuracy by enabling contextual search using concept definitions and relations among them instead of/in addition to statistical relevance of keywords.
Open Issues (General)
! Ontology language fragmentation -KIF, LOOM, OIL, XOL, DAML+OIL/OWL have led to varying requirements ! Rule language has yet to be defined 
